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Abstract: The current research aims at identifying the improvements of overhead pass skill in volleyball in the
light of the theory of content consistency through identifying the effective use of structured and random
learning and integration on the level of overhead pass skill in the volleyball at the stages of acquisition and
attainment and transition and thinking. The researcher used the quasi-experimental approach with three-group
design  (structured  - random - integration). Sample  was  selected randomly from students of Saad Zaghloul
Prep  School,  Port Said Education Directorate for the academic year 2009/2010. Sample included 45 students
for the main study and 20 students for the pilot study. The researcher concluded that the structured approach
using  content  consistency  theory has a positive impact in developing the overhead pass skill in volleyball
in the stage of acquisition better than random approach. The random approach using content consistency
theory has a positive effect on developing the overhead pass skill in volleyball in the stage of transition and
thinking better than the structured approach.
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INTRODUCTION Volleyball is considered as one of the sports

As continues process, education is based on the achieve its objectives such as learning technical
quality and level of information processing for the performance. Improvement in volleyball skills in general
objectives to be achieved. Education became dependent and  especially  overhead pass depends on learning
on how to teach acquire and master skills in physical proper scientific approaches and techniques for so that
activity. There are many theories looking at the rapid the learner reaches a degree performing well and using
acquisition and mastery of motor skills for various sports skillful performance. Due to the importance of modern
activities. One of these theories is the theory of content teaching techniques in learning, researchers should use
consistency that is looking at the best methods for these techniques with different perspective in various
teaching motor skills and its rapid acquisition and physical education's activities such as volleyball [3].
mastery. Therefore, the importance of this study is to help

Several studies noted that the type and strategy of students learning the overhead pass in volleyball and
learning are characterized in two methods to be used in using all their senses to recognize minutes and details of
applying the theory of content consistency. These are: movement. This, in turn, will increase their understanding

The theory of low content consistency that is called towards  optimum  performance and thus helps them
well organized teaching (education) which cars for speed up their learning and mastery of the overhead pass
following logical and gradual frequent sequence in volleyball. The researcher noted that, despite of
during teaching (education) dynamic skills. technical and cognitive improvements in the field of
The theory of high content consistency to be education and the importance of overhead pass in
cognizant of random teaching (education) which volleyball and its impact on the level of overall
cares for following frequent and interim technique to performance  in  volleyball,  the  processes of its
be done with unwell-organized or serial figure during education  is  still  traditional.  This leads to many
learning of dynamic skills [1, 2]. mistakes  associated  with technical performance of skill.

activities that need using modern scientific techniques to

of  performance,  which  increases their motivation
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In addition, it did not get sufficient attention from the Homogeneity of the Research Sample: The researcher
researchers concerning the  methods  of  teaching,
especially  using  the theory of content consistency. This
indicates the research problem clearly.

Objective of the Research: The current research aims at
identifying the improvements of overhead pass skill in
volleyball in the light of the theory of content
consistency:

Identify the effective use of structured and random
learning and integration on the level of overhead
pass skill in the volleyball at the stage of acquisition
and attainment.
Identify the effective use of structured and random
learning and integration on the level of the overhead
pass skill in the volleyball at the stage of transition
and thinking.

Research Hypotheses:

There are statistically significant differences on the
means levels of overhead pass skill among
structured, well-organized and random learning and
integration in the stage of acquisition and
conservation in favor of integration, structured and
random successively.
There are statistically significant differences on the
means levels of overhead pass skill among
structured, well-organized and random learning and
integration  in  the  stage  of transition and thinking
in favor of integration, random and structured
successively.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Approach: The researcher used the quasi-experimental
approach with three-group design (structured - random -
integration).

The Sample: Sample was selected randomly from students
of Saad Zaghloul Prep School, Port Said Education
Directorate for the academic year 2009/2010. Sample
included 45 students for the main study and 20 students
for the pilot study.

Data Collection Instruments:

The medical balance to measure weights (kg).
Restamitr to measure heights (cm).
The overhead pass test (chosen through literature
review) [2-4, 6, 7 ].

measured  the  physical  variables  (age, height, weight)
for the sample and found that the squewness coefficient
ranged between (-0.02: 0.83) and these values are confined
to ± 3 and indicate the homogeneity of the research
sample.

Parity  (Equality): Measurement of the overhead pass
skill was taken 29/03/2010 for a structured learning and in
30.03.2010 for a random group and in the 03/31/2010 for
the integration group. The researcher considered this as
a pre-test for the three groups.

Table 1 shows no statistical significant differences
among the three groups measurements on the overhead
pass skill in volleyball, as the value of calculated
(freedom) is less than its table value.

Pilot  Study:  The  researcher  performed the pilot study
on sample of 20 students from the main research
community and outside the main sample to calculate
validity and reliability of the tests used in measuring the
overhead pass  skill  in  volleyball. Pilot study was
performed from 7-3-2010 to 10-3-2010.

Validity: The researcher used the validity of
differentiation (terminal comparison) on 03.07.2010. The
upper and lower quartiles were extracted and compared
using (T) test to find differences between them. Results
indicated statistically significant differences between the
upper and lower quartiles as (t) calculated value was
greater than its table value. This indicates test validity.

Reliability: The researcher used test/re-test approach to
identify test reliability. The correlation coefficient was
(0.80) and that was greater than the table value. This
indicates test reliability.

Steps to Implement the Study: After dividing the research
community into three groups (structured, random and
integration) to teach the overhead pass skill, the program
was applied as follows:

The  researcher  explained  the  overhead  pass skill
in volleyball for the group in the according to
teaching schedules prepared for each group to learn
the skill in the phase of acquisition and conservation.
Three areas at pitch were specified for the
implementation of the skill under investigation
(centers no. 1, 5 and 6).
Each  student performs  the  skill  3   times   from
each center with frequency of 4 times (3 × 4 = 12
times per area).
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Table 1: Variance analysis of pre-tests for the three groups (structured, random and integration) on the overhead pass

Tests (S.V) (S.S) (D.F) (M.S) (F)

Scroll Skill from the top in volleyball Among groups 717.00 3 239 116

Inside groups 222.17 108 2.06

The value (freedom) diagram at the level of significance 0.05 and degrees of freedom (2:42) = 3.22

Total number of attempts to repeat the skill in all 3 attempts for each position repeated for three sets.
areas was 12 × 3 = 36 attempts. Wrong attempts were repeated and tests immediately.

Structured   Group:  Each Student was given 36 attempts Basic Experiment: The researcher applied the basic
in an orderly manner without changing the place. experiment to the sample at Saad Zaghloul Prep School,
Attempts    were   divided into  12  attempts  for  each  set Port Said educational department from 04/04/2010 to
(3  sets).  Wrong  attempts were repeated immediately 29/04/2010
then tested for this phase (acquisition and attainment).

Rest Phase: Students were given a rest for two days. to calculate mean, standard deviation, median and

Transition: Each student was given 27 attempts in an (r), (f) and difference percentages.
orderly manner without a changing the place. Attempts
were divided into 3 attempts for each set (3 sets). Wrong RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
attempts were repeated immediately then tested for this
phase (phase transition and thinking) directly. Table 2 shows statistical significant differences

Random Group: Each Student was given 36 attempts in an and integration) in testing the overhead pass skill in the
orderly manner from one of the three places. Attempts stage of acquisition and attainment. Calculated values
were divided into 12 attempts for each set (3 sets). were  larger than table values upon significance level
Students move from one place to the next. Wrong (0.05) and freedom's degrees (2:42). This requires
attempts were repeated immediately then tested for this individual comparisons among measurements to identify
phase (acquisition and attainment). the direction of the differences using Tokey method.

Rest Phase: Students were given a rest for two days. among  the  three  experimental groups (structured,

Transition: Each student was given 27 attempts in an skill in the stage of acquisition and attainment. This
orderly manner without a changing the place. Attempts difference was in favor of integration group, structured
were  divided  into  3  attempts for each set (3 sets). group and then random group successively.
Wrong attempts were not repeated and testing was done Table 4 shows statistical significant differences
after half an hour of the end. among  the  three  experimental groups (structured,

Integration Group: skill in the stage of transition and thinking. Calculated
Acquisition Phase: Each student was given 36 attempts value is larger than table value upon significance level
as in the two other groups but according to the following (0.05) and freedom's degrees (2:42) in favor of the
order: three attempts from each position with four sets. integration group. This requires individual comparisons
Wrong attempts were repeated immediately only at the among measurements to identify the direction of the
acquisition and attainment phase. differences using Tokey method.

Resting Phase: Given to the students to rest for two. among  the  three  experimental groups (structured,

Transition:  Two  days after the acquisition and skill in the stage of transition and thinking. This difference
attainment phase, each student was given 27 attempts was in favor of integration group, random group and then
during transition, thinking and memory phase as follows: structured group successively.

Statistical Treatment: The researcher used SPSS software

squewness, in addition to Pearson correlation coefficient

among the three experimental groups (structured, random

Table 3 shows statistical significant differences

random  and  integration) in testing the overhead pass

random  and  integration) in testing the overhead pass

Table 5 shows statistical significant differences

random  and  integration) in testing the overhead pass
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Table 2: Variance analysis between means of overhead pass skill in volleyball by using structured, random and integration teaching in the stage of acquisition

and attainment

Tests (S.V) (S.S) (D.F) (M.S) (F)

Overhead pass skill Among the groups 10.38 2 30.19 59.93

Inside the groups 127.72 42 3004.00

Table value at the level of significance 0.05 and degrees of freedom (2:42) = 3.22

Table 3: The  direction  of  the  differences in research groups for testing overhead pass skill in volleyball at the stage of acquisition and attainment using

Tokey method

Tests Groups X Structured Random Integration Tokay

Overhead pass skill Structured 10.12 - *1.01 *2.30 0.64

Random 9.11 - *3.31

Integration 12.42 -

Table 4: Variance analysis between means of overhead pass skill in volleyball by using structured, random and integration teaching in the stage of transition

and thinking

Tests  (S.V) (S.S) (D.F) (M.S) (F)

Overhead pass skill Among the groups 69.67 2 34.84 *11.31

Inside the groups 129.47 42 3.08

Table 5: The direction of the differences in research groups for testing overhead pass skill in volleyball at the stage of transition and thinking using Tokey

method

Tests Groups X Systematic Random Consolidation Tokay

Overhead pass skill Systematic 9.76 - *0.82 *3.10 0.71

Random 10.58 - *2.28

Consolidation 12.86

There are statistical significant differences among results are due to the theory of consistency of content
structured, random and integration in the phase of the with its two aspects. During acquisition and attainment
acquisition and conservation in favor of the integration phase,  students  learned  the  overhead  pass skill and
group. These results are due to repeating the skill as this this  increased their learning of the same skill the
facilitates learning the skill during the acquisition and transition and thinking phase. On the contrary, the
attainment. Repeating attempts of the same skill led to a Random Group students learned the skill during the
feedback, which contributed to the skills acquisition, by transition  and reflection phase. This had a deep impact
correcting the errors and increasing motor performance on the ability of students in this group, resulting in their
pathways.  These results are consistent  with  the  results superiority  over their peers in the structured group.
of  several previous studies [1, 2, 4- 9]. These results are consistent with several previous studies

The reason for the delay in the Random Group at the [1, 2, 4-7, 10].
acquisition and attainment phase is that it was not easy
for students to use feedback because of scheduling CONCLUSION
education (which does not give an opportunity for
students to benefit from direct feedback as repeating In the light of the research design, sample,
wrong attempts was prohibited). hypotheses and results, the researcher concludes the

There  are  statistical significant differences among following:
the three experimental groups (structured, random and
integration)  in  testing the overhead pass skill in the The structured approach using content consistency
stage of transition and thinking. This difference was in theory has a positive impact in developing the
favor of integration group, random group and then overhead pass skill in volleyball in the stage of
structured group successively. Researcher thinks these acquisition better than random approach.
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The random approach using content consistency 4. El-Moustafa, A.A., 1992. Learning pointing and
theory has a positive effect in developing the scoring skill in football in the light of the theory of
overhead pass skill in volleyball in the stage of overlapping content (Empirical Study). Magazine of
transition and thinking better than the structured Physical Education, Assiut University, Assiut, 9: 55.
approach. (In Arabic)

Recommendation theory of interference content and training,

Using content consistency theory in teaching the with  mental  retardation  simple.  Master Thesis,
overhead pass skill in volleyball. King Saud  University,  Kingdom  of Saudi Arabia,
Concentrating on integration, structured and then pp: 8. (In Arabic)
random learning when scheduling teaching skills for 6. Moustafa,   A.M.,   2003.   The   effect   of  using
volleyball at this stage. some techniques  of  teaching  on learning both
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